An assessment of intra-individual variability in carotid artery longitudinal wall motion: recommendations for data acquisition.
To assess the intra-individual variation in carotid artery longitudinal wall motion (CALM) in healthy adults in order to determine the amount of data required to generate a representative measurement of CALM. We conducted an analysis of 27 healthy men to determine whether calculation of resting individual CALM outcomes is dependent on the number of averaged heart cycles. CALM was assessed at rest, 1-2 cm proximal to the right carotid bifurcation during a breath hold and was segmented into three motion displacements: systolic anterograde CALM, systolic retrograde CALM, and diastolic CALM. A 2D measure of total carotid artery motion (RALength) was also determined from the longitudinal and radial displacements. Outcomes were averaged discretely using two, three, four, five, and six consecutive heart cycles to assess the impact of additional data on intra-individual coefficients of variation (CV%) and intra-class correlations (ICC). Calculated means were similar between all heart cycle averaging for CALM displacements (all P > 0.05), though the two-heart cycle average of RALength (P = 0.06) was reduced in comparison to all other averages. Averaging data from four heart cycles was sufficient to generate a plateau in the variability in resting CALM displacements, such that within-subject ICC values all reached >0.90 and CV% were similar to previously reported day-to-day variability in healthy adults. There is variability in beat-to-beat measures of CALM that should be considered when designing protocols for data collection and analysis. We suggest that four consecutive heart cycles should be averaged to generate representative resting CALM outcomes in humans. While indices of variability were reduced when assessing outcomes generated from two to four heart cycles, no further improvements were observed when more heart cycles were included, indicating that averaging more than four heart cycles is likely not required.